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Overview
Cyber influence is an ongoing source of power in the
international security arena. Although the United States
has an enormous cyber information capacity, its cyber influence is not proportional to that capacity. Impediments to
American cyber influence include the vastness and complexity of the international information environment, multiplicity of cultures and differing audiences to which communications must be addressed, extensiveness and significance of
contending or alternative messages, and complexity and
importance of using appropriate influential messengers and
message mechanisms.
Enhancing the influence of the United States in
cyberspace will require a multifaceted strategy that differentiates the circumstances of the messages, key places
of delivery, and sophistication with which messages are
created and delivered, with particular focus on channels
and messengers.
To improve in these areas, the United States must focus
on actions that include discerning the nature of the audiences, societies, and cultures into which messages will be
delivered; increasing the number of experts in geographic
and cultural arenas, particularly in languages; augmenting
resources for overall strategic communications and cyber
influence efforts; encouraging long-term communications
and cyber influence efforts along with short-term responses;
and understanding that successful strategic communications and cyber influence operations cannot be achieved by
the United States acting on its own; allies and partners are
needed both to shape our messages and to support theirs.

The United States is an information superpower, estimated
to produce annually about 40 percent of the world’s new, stored
information and a similar share of telecommunications.1 U.S.
dominance in information production might be expected to create
commensurate influence, yet numerous opinion surveys show that
approval of the United States is declining almost everywhere, as
is American influence. In 2006, the Pew Global Attitudes Project
found that “America’s global image has again slipped” and that in
only 4 of 14 countries surveyed did the United States have at least
a 50 percent favorable rating as compared to 7 of 10 in 1999–2000.2
A British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) poll of some 26,000
people in 24 countries (including the United States) published
in 2007 likewise confirmed that the “global perception of the
U.S. continues to decline,” with the populace of only 3 of the 24
countries surveyed saying the United States had a mainly positive
impact on world affairs.3 The mismatch between U.S. information
capabilities and the actuality of U.S. influence is obvious.
This essay analyzes the factors that affect the generation of
influence through cyber capabilities in the international security
arena. For the United States to be more effective, a three-part
cyber strategy must be developed that combines:
■ psychological and marketing expertise in the application
of the principles of influence
■ domain expertise in the geographic, cultural, linguistic,
and other arenas where the principles are to be applied
■ technical and management expertise in the use of cyber
capabilities and tactics.

Even with such capacities, however, U.S. cyber influence
will be affected by numerous factors, including the nature of the
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information environment, the multiplicity of entities undertaking
communications, the actions and policies of the relevant parties
(including competing communications strategies of our adversaries), and the impact of culture, belief, and emotion.

Cyberspace Considerations

become message distributors), a capacity to search for and provide useful information for action and/or education, and an ability to create influence through the communications empowerment of individuals or groups.
Telecommunications, radio and television, and the Internet
have all been enhanced by digitization and the creation of capacities for multiple sources of information—no longer limited to
professionals—from cameras, camcorders, iPods, compact discs,
digital video discs, and video and audio tapes. User-generated
content—and a sort of collective intelligence—has become one of
the dynamic and influential aspects of cyberspace via capabilities
such as blogs and Wiki sites.6
In sum, the ability to use cyber capabilities to communicate
in the modern world is substantial and increasing, but communication does not necessarily translate into influence.

Cyberspace is “an operational domain characterized by the
use of electronics and the electromagnetic spectrum to create,
store, modify, and exchange information via networked information
systems and associated physical infrastructures.”4 In cyberspace,
information communications technologies are used to create and
transmit information and thereby generate influence. The capacities of the different technologies overlap, especially as technological
convergence continues through ever-greater reliance on digitization,
computers, and the Internet. A look at the technologies reveals both
From Communication to Influence
their overlapping natures and their particular virtues.
Classic telecommunications were built on voice-grade, circuit-switched “plain old telephone service,” which was oriented
Translating communication into influence, particularly in the
to end-to-end connection. Many of these features are now found
international arena, requires a full understanding of the factors
in or transmitted by wireless platforms and capabilities, such
that bear on the reception and interpretation of the message.
as cell phones, WiFi and WiMax, faxes, smart phones (such as
Blackberry and Treo), text messaging, and voice-over-Internet
Complex Environment
protocol. The dominant feature of the phone is speed of communication and, in its newer versions, a close approximation to
The international information environment is vast and com“anywhere/anytime” contact.
plex. Multiple messages are being sent and received by multiple
Radio and television are top-down, one-way, broadcast comentities, simultaneously and generally in an uncoordinated fashmunicators, divided among local, regional, or national systems
ion. Even apart from the Internet, in the United States alone,
and increasingly available on a continuous, often global basis
each day there are more than 12 billion display and 184 billion
through the use of satelclassified advertising meslite, cable, and streamsages from newspapers;
ing audio and video via
6 billion messages from
the Internet. The domimagazines; 2.6 million
the ability to use cyber capabilities
nant feature of radio and
commercial (radio) mesto communicate in the modern world sages; 330,000 television
television is the capability to reach broadly over
commercials; and 40 milis substantial and increasing, but
an area and, accordingly,
lion direct-mail pieces.7
communication does not necessarily
provide
information
Worldwide, in 2002,
simultaneously to a very
18 exabytes (1018 bytes) of
translate into influence
large audience.5
new information were produced through electronic
The Internet can be a
channels
(telephone,
one- or two-way (or more)
radio, television, Interchannel that can have tarnet)8 and 5 exabytes of new information were produced by print,
geted or broad reach. The Internet can create focused groups,
establish social networks, engage large populations, and allow for
film, magnetic, and optical storage media.9 This translates to 800
organization across borders. It tends to be a bottom-up, interacmegabytes of recorded information produced globally per person
tive, and instantaneous means of communicating. Its characterin 2002.10 Worldwide, an estimated 25 billion emails per day were
istics include “viral distribution” (the quick movement from one
sent in 2006—not including spam messages, which account for 60
or a core to many through the capacity of message recipients to
percent of all email.11
Of course, bytes are not the only or best way to measure the
information flow. Video generates more bytes than text; all of
Franklin D. Kramer is a Distinguished Research Fellow in the Center for
Wikipedia will fit on a 100-gigabyte hard drive, which would store
Technology and National Security Policy (CTNSP) at the National Defense
less than one day’s worth of one channel of broadcast-quality TV
University (NDU). Larry Wentz is a Senior Research Fellow in CTNSP at NDU.
programming. Another indicator of information flow is the more
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anticipated? All these and many other cultural factors affect the
than 1.2 billion landline telephones and 2.1 billion cell phones
influence of an international message.
that are in use worldwide.12 Over 1 billion people (18.9 percent
Even though culture is a good starting point in thinking
of the world’s population) use the Internet.13 From 2000 to 2007,
about how to create influence, culture is not everything. Interest
Internet use jumped 244.7 percent globally, with the greatest perissues—the political, social, and economic imperatives—also will
centage increases seen in Africa (874.6 percent) and the Middle
have huge impact. So, too, will the role of the sources of influence
East (920.2 percent).14 More than 50 million blogs are maintained
in the society, including key individuals, trusted advisors, and
worldwide, a number that has doubled every 6 months for the past
15
influence networks.18 The mindset and behavior of such individu3 years.
als and networks will have significant impact on the interpretaAs the foregoing suggests, the world is awash in information
tion of the message and, hence, on its influence.
and means of communication, and the market for attention is highly
In short, the communicator’s problem is how to address
complicated and competitive. The actors are diverse, ranging from
simultaneously multiple communication partners. This problem
individuals to private entities of all types to governments to suprais familiar in the context of U.S. political campaigns, where the
national entities. The topics include economic, social, governmencommunicators must reach
tal, and all forms of human
the political base, the swing
intercourse. Information overvote/neutrals, and the oppoload and “noise” are serious
effective communication in the
sition, as well as pundits all
problems that contribute to the
international arena is more
at the same time. This probmasking of messages.
is heightened in an interInformation is continudifficult than communication in a lem
national context. In the tarally circulating. Multiple pergeted nation or nations, there
spectives are regularly prefamiliar culture
will be government officials,
sented, and access can be
other key leaders, both politilimited in certain areas by, for
cal and private (for example,
example, government action.
business and nongovernmental groups), and the population at
In such an arena, even so substantial an entity as the U.S.
large, which likely will be divided along racial, cultural, religious,
Government is only one player. The information environment
and other lines. In addition, for many international messages, and
is not one in which “information dominance” or “information
certainly for the most important, other nations will be interested.
superiority”—in the sense of overwhelming the other players—is
That “group,” of course, is also likely to be highly divergent, includlikely to be achieved.16 “Information effectiveness,” on the other
ing friends and potential allies, neutrals, and potential or actual
hand, is achievable.
enemies. Moreover, the message we deliver to others also will be
delivered to ourselves—to the affected portion of the government,
Target-side Analysis
the Congress, and the population at large.
Finally, whether the target partners are influenced by the
Communication influence is, of course, intended to affect a
message will be significantly affected by the fact that “research
target or targets, whether one person or many, similar or divergent.
has shown that people inform themselves primarily at moments of
But creating that influence requires much more than aiming comneed.”19 This has been found to be true in the context of American
munication at targets. Some key factors are considered below.
First, and most importantly, “Communication cannot be concommercial and domestic political messaging campaigns. The issue
ceptualized as transmission. . . . The sense people make of . . .
of need requires evaluation in the context of an international geopomessages is never limited to what sources intend and is always
litical influence effort. Determining the need for information—and
enriched by the realities people bring to bear.”17 So, instead of a tartherefore the basis for influence—in a different society brings the
communicator back to the importance of understanding that society,
get or an audience, the other party should be considered an active
culture, interests, and entities.
participant. Hence, understanding the target participants is critical to creating the influence the communicator seeks to achieve.
Effective communication in the international arena is more
Message Delivery
difficult than communication in a familiar culture. Understanding values and belief structures, truly comprehending the lanUnderstanding the target participants is only part of the comguage, and being knowledgeable about the information culture
municator’s challenge. A second key aspect is the delivery side of
are key factors. One has a good feel for one’s own culture, but
messaging: How are the contents of the message chosen? How are
it takes work to achieve a similar feel for another culture. For
the delivery means chosen? How are the messengers chosen?
example, is the culture one where focus on the individual is
With respect to content, the most important understanding
the best approach, or is the group or the family more of the key
the communicator must achieve is that what he says is only part
influence mechanism? What is the power of the rumor mill and
of the content. Already noted is the fact that the recipient will
informal networking? What perceptions and biases should be
participate in shaping the message. Also of crucial importance,
January 2008
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however, is what might be called the “message-facts relationship.”
word of mouth—rumor probably is the greatest factor in the
In speaking of the importance of information as a part of counterviews held by many in the Arab world as to who was responsible
insurgency warfare, David Galula, in his classic book on the subfor the 9/11 attacks. For example, there is continued doubt in
ject, points out that “facts speak louder than words”; “[the counthe Arab community that Muslims were involved, even after
terinsurgent] is judged on what he does, not on what he says”; and
the release of the video in which Osama bin Laden takes credit
“nothing could be worse than promising reforms and being unwillfor the attacks. The effective communicator will analyze the
ing or unable to implement them.”20
full spectrum of potential message arenas from word-of-mouth
discussions, print media, cell and telephone capacities, data
Counterinsurgency is far from the only circumstance in which
networks, including portals and messaging, and radio, televiinternational messaging will be undertaken. The point, however,
sion, and movies—all of which are complementary, and many of
is universal: words can only go so far in the face of real-world eviwhich are converging because of technological advances.
dence that undercuts them or is otherwise more influential.
Different delivery means also may imply different messenOne important aspect of which the communicator must be
gers, and the choice of messenger is surely important.22 A mesaware is the nonverbal message, which often is more influential
than the verbal message. As an illustration, Colonel Ralph Hallensenger may appeal to an audience for many reasons ranging from
back, USA (Ret.), who operated in Iraq as a Coalition Provisional
trust and respect to common interest to celebrity “buzz” to fear.
Authority (CPA) civilian, observed, “There has been much subseThe importance of the culturally attuned messenger is implicit
quent handwringing about CPA’s lack of strategic communication
in another point made by Galula, who stresses the importance
with the Iraqi people. [But]
of finding and organizing the
a lot of people had no elec“favorable minority.”23 In his
tricity but could look across
analysis, that minority, workthe effective communicator will
the river and see the CPA all
ing with the outside interlit up at night. And that was
vening power, has an imporanalyze the full spectrum of
the way we really commutant capacity to help resolve
21
potential
message
arenas—all
of
nicated.” If the nonverbal
the insurgency issue. The
reasons, of course, include
message is not considered,
which are complementary, and
the minority’s understandunintended consequences
ing of the context for the
may overwhelm the intended
many of which are converging
insurgency and the ability
impact of the message.
because of technology advances
to involve the rest of the
Assuming that the mescountry in its resolution.
sage content will not be overThe lesson for the internawhelmed by the message contional communicator, more
text, the message must still
generally, is that communications undertaken with the help of
be chosen to have the desired effect, given the nature of the target
knowledgeable, favorable, local messengers will have a greater
audience and the environment. Messages can be delivered directly or
chance of success,24 both because third-party communications
indirectly, and sometimes an indirect message may be more effective
than a direct one. What might be considered a logical argument may
are often more effective than those of intervening outsiders,
have limited impact because the target participants have strongly
and because the knowledgeable local can help make outsiders
held positions for cultural, emotional, or psychological reasons. For
more effective.
example, a campaign for the rule of law may be seen as undercutting
U.S. Cyber Capacities
the position of elders in a tribal society.
Few new messages have immediate impact, and the role
of repetition must be considered—as must the role of timing
The U.S. Government uses a variety of mechanisms to creand whether the message will fill an information need. Direct,
ate influence in international cyberspace. For example, public
hard-hitting confrontational messages also may be appropriaffairs offices at the White House, the Department of State
ate, depending on the results sought. But some messages will
(DOS), the Agency for International Development (USAID),
not work at all in some environments, although the desired
and the Department of Defense (DOD) all use television and
effects may be achievable with a different message.
radio appearances and maintain Web sites to deliver mesDifferent means of delivering messages will achieve difsages. The information is immediately available worldwide,
ferent results. Cell phones were the great factor in Ukraine’s
generally circulated without charge by private media, and
Orange Revolution. User-generated content such as blogs and
increasingly available for review on the Internet. The governdigital pictures have had great impact, most notoriously in the
ment’s public affairs capacity is enhanced by numerous addiAbu Ghraib scandal. Television has had a decided impact on the
tional offices and multiple sites. Every Embassy has a public
world’s view of the ongoing conflict in Iraq. Such cyber mechaaffairs activity, as do numerous DOD commands, and there are
nisms, of course, can be complemented or outrun by simple
many Internet capabilities.
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In addition to public affairs, the United States underAs the foregoing suggests, the U.S. Government makes extentakes formal public diplomacy led by the Undersecretary of
sive use of cyber capacities, particularly the Internet. At State,
State for Public Diplomacy.
for example, the USInfo site
The Public Diplomacy office
presents a large amount of
emails fact sheets, news,
information on a daily basis,
to provide the right information
event announcements, and
not only in English, but also
electronic journals, and DOS
at the right time and place to help in Spanish, French, Russian,
experts are even made availChinese, Arabic, and Persian.
achieve the desired effect, the
able electronically. EmbasState also runs ejournalUSA,
sies also use cyber means,
government needs a comprehensive which has articles in five
and Embassy Web sites presthematic areas—Economic
ent substantive material.
Perspectives, Global Issues,
strategy and plan to focus on the
A third area of U.S. cyber
Issues of Democracy, Society
target audience
capability is the Broadcasting
and Values, and Foreign PolBoard of Governors (BBG).25
icy Agenda—and is available
in the same seven languages,
Since October 1, 1999, the
plus Portuguese. DOD sponBBG has been the “indepensors a number of information and online news Web sites. Some
dent federal agency responsible for all U.S. government and govsites, such as ones maintained by U.S. Central Command, produce
ernment sponsored, non-military, international broadcasting.”26
information relevant to some of the most difficult issues, particuAccording to the BBG:
larly the war in Iraq. Others, such as the Southeastern European
Times (published in nine languages) and Magharebia (published
every week, more than 100 million listeners, viewers, and
in three languages) provide “regional news,” and “in-depth analyinternet users around the world turn-on, tune-in, and log-on
sis” for their respective areas.33 DOD networks also add to the govto U.S. international broadcasting programs. . . . [D]ay-to-day
ernment cyber use.
broadcasting activities are carried out by individual BBG interCreating a more effective U.S. Government use of cyberspace
national broadcasters: the Voice of America (VOA), Alhurra
will involve more than simply getting more information online. To
[television], Radio Sawa, Radio Farda, Radio Free Europe/
provide the right information at the right time and place to help
Radio Liberty (RFE/RL), Radio Free Asia (RFA), and Radio and
achieve the desired effect, the government needs a comprehenTV Martí, with the assistance of the International Broadcasting
sive strategy and plan to focus on the target audience, including
Bureau (IBB).27
the audience’s information culture and needs.
A fourth use of cyber capabilities by the U.S. GovernIssues for Cyber Effectiveness
ment is what DOD calls information operations, which include
“electronic warfare, computer network operations, psychological operations, military deception, and operations security, in
As a general proposition, U.S. Government cyber communicaconcert with specified supporting and related capabilities.”28 A
tions focus on a “mass messaging” approach, seeking to enhance
and increase information flow. Mass messages have an important
key function of information operations is “influencing the way
function. It is a very big world, and the government has interests all
people receive, process, interpret, and use data, information,
around it. Simple practicality calls for the use of mass messages.
and knowledge.”29
The downside of mass messages is that they are in transDOD also makes good use of cyber capabilities to create
mission mode. As previously discussed, however, virtually
close partnerships with other countries as part of an overall
no communication is received without the audience “being
information campaign. The Partnership for Peace Information
involved in creating meanings.” Moreover, the meanings
Management System was established by DOD in 1996 to support
created will importantly reflect the target’s culture. Thus,
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s (NATO’s) Partnership
the issue that arises for the United States is what is often
for Peace members and still seeks to “facilitate collaboration and
described as segmentation, dividing the mass audience to
strengthen relationships in the Euro-Atlantic and Partnership for
focus on specific receiver needs. Creating segmentation in a
Peace community.”30
real world of multiple, overlapping audiences is a difficult,
The Asia-Pacific Area Network was created in 1998. Hosted
though not impossible, proposition.
by U.S. Pacific Command, it is a “World Wide Web portal offering
It is not likely that the government will abandon the mass
information resources and a collaborative planning environment
messaging approach. The White House Web site, the daily DOS
as a means to greater defense interaction, confidence-building,
Washington briefing, and numerous similar activities will continue.
and enhanced security cooperation in the Asia-Pacific Region.”31
Segmentation, and a focus on the culture of less than an “all-world”
DOD also uses its cyber capacity to plan, support, and conduct
mass audience, will need to be done by different message channels.
exercises on line to work with and influence others.32
January 2008
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One obvious way to segment messages would be through the Embassy Evaluating U.S. Cyber Influence Effectiveness
posts. There, however, the Government Accountability Office (GAO)
has found government performance deficient, stating that posts did
U.S. status as an information superpower has not transa “poor job of answering [the] basic question of whether to direct . . . lated to international influence. Both the Pew poll published in
communications efforts at a mass audience or opinion leaders.”34
mid-2006 and the BBC poll published in January 2007 underscore
A second problem for creating effective messages arises the declining international perception of the United States. The
from what can be called the “problem of multiplicity,” almost United States currently has this low standing despite a variety of
always an issue for U.S. Government strategic messaging. For efforts to improve its standing and regular use of the Internet and
any communicator working on behalf of the government, it is other communications means to make its points.
The problems associated with mass messaging, multiplicity
important to recognize that the United States has multiple
goals and operates in a very complex world. The profusion of of messages, and lack of core themes were discussed above. Other
messages that the government generates reduces its capacity impediments to influence were addressed 60 years ago in the seminal research article, “Some Reasons Why Information Campaigns
to have a single, focused message on any particular topic.
A multiplicity of message follows from a multiplicity of Fail.”36 To understand better how to “promote the free flow of ideas
policy, and a multiplicity of policy means that, sometimes, by word and image” on a worldwide basis, the authors focused on
policies must be prioritized and even apparently inconsistent the “psychological barriers to the free flow of ideas.” Based on the
policies must be followed. Multiple policy objectives can cre- research, they reached some important conclusions.
ate difficulties for consistent messaging. To take two obvious
First, there “exists a hard core of chronic ‘knowexamples, the United States seeks good relations with both nothings’”—persons who have little information about events.
Japan and China. Because these two countries sometimes are The study points out that “there is something about the uninat odds, positive messages to one can be seen as negative mes- formed which makes them harder to reach, no matter the level
sages to the other. A similar messaging dilemma has occurred or nature of information.”
in the context of the Middle East peace process.
Second, “interested people acquire the most information.”
As noted earlier, it may be possible to help resolve the Noting that “motivation” to acquire information is key, the study
problem of multiplicity of messages by focusing on a regional also recognizes that large groups in a population will have little or
or country basis. As a real-world matter, however, the GAO no interest and “such groups constitute a special problem which
found that U.S. Embassies “did not have a core message or cannot be solved simply by ‘increasing the flow of information.’”
theme to direct their communications efforts.” In fact, of the
Third, the study found that “people seek information conposts reviewed by GAO, none had a detailed communications genial to prior attitudes.”37 They also “avoid exposure to inforplan.35 This absence of thematic messaging is evident in the mation which is not congenial.”38 The study’s important conheadline links of Web pages
clusion is that “[m]erely,
of American Embassies. The
‘increasing the flow’ is not
entries are perfectly reasonenough, if the information
able topics for a Web page,
continues to ‘flow’ in the
public affairs messaging,
but the pages lack thematic
direction of those already
particularly from the United
consistency and the pages
on your side.”
simultaneously present very
Fourth, “people interpret
States, is not a place where
different kinds of messages.
the same information differtailoring for a non-U.S. audience ently. . . . It is . . . false to
Part of the reason is that
the Embassies are underassume that exposure, once
is easily undertaken
taking both long- and shortachieved, results in a uniform
term messaging. Long-term
interpretation and retention
efforts seek to build credof the material. . . . [I]t has
ibility and trust sufficient to
been consistently demonsustain dialogue even amidst policy disputes. The focus is val- strated that a person’s perception and memory of materials shown
ues-driven, and the expectation is that objective presentation to him are often distorted by his wishes, motives, and attitudes. . . .
of information will ultimately put the United States in a favor- Exposure in itself is not always sufficient. People will interpret the
able light. This can be a reasonable function for mass messag- information in different ways, according to their prior attitudes.”
ing approaches. By contrast, short-term messaging is advocacyFifth, and perhaps most importantly, “information does
and event-driven and seeks to build support for discrete U.S. not necessarily change attitudes”:
policies. It is very unlikely, given the various audiences, values,
interests, and actions relevant to a policy, that mass messagThe principle behind all information campaigns is that dising will regularly produce short-term effects. A more tailored
seminated information will alter attitudes or conduct. There
approach will be important.
is abundant evidence in all fields, of course, that informed
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tailoring for a non-U.S. audience is easily undertaken. Messages
delivered in American English will have a “made in America” tenor.
This is not a “bad” result; in fact, it is a “good” result because the
American people should have a full understanding of government
policy. But it does mean that public affairs undertaken from the
United States cannot easily take account of the multiple factors
that make international messaging difficult.
Often, in discussions of the effectiveness of U.S. internaSixth, and in light of the foregoing, the authors reached tional messaging, there are suggestions that one strategic mesthe conclusion that the “above findings indicate clearly that sage should be undertaken top to bottom—so to speak, from
the President to the junior
those responsible for inforForeign Service Officer and
mation campaigns cannot
the Army private. But Presirely simply on ‘increasing
dential addresses on interthe flow’ to spread informaunderstanding the psychological
national matters are almost
tion effectively.”
The implications of
and marketing issues inherent in always, first and foremost,
statements to the American
these conclusions for the
people. Such statements
influence campaigns is crucial
effectiveness of U.S. cyber
obviously will be the subinfluence are substantial.
stantive heart of the internaInformation will tend to be
tional message. But they will
accepted and understood
not be tailored to the interin light of prior attitudes;
those already supportive of U.S. positions will be most likely national audience. For Presidential addresses and for building
to accept information from the United States. Some groups on public affairs messages in general, additional international
simply will not accept information. If it is important to change messaging will be necessary for, among other things, reachtheir attitudes, more than a direct information approach will ing the uninformed, those who do not already agree with the
be necessary. Determining how to change the positions of those substance of the message, and those whose prior attitudes will
in opposition is more difficult, since these people may inter- affect how they understand the message; being part of an influpret the information provided quite differently than intended, ence effort to affect the views of those who will not change their
minds simply because of exposure; and generating effective comaccording to their prior attitudes.
munication with key leaders and organizations.
Enhancing U.S. Cyber Influence
The second circumstance is what might be called the
focused, non-wartime problem. Some examples of topics are
Enhancing the influence of the United States in cyber- global warming, responding to radical militant Islam, and prospace will require a multifaceted strategy that differentiates moting free trade in Asia. These problems are focused in that
the circumstances of the message, the key places of delivery, they need to be considered. They are non-wartime in the sense
and the sophistication with which the message is created and that the violent use of force is not ongoing (or at least not as a
major factor). The assumption is that, in a war, the impact of
delivered, with particular focus on channels and messengers.
A useful starting point is to distinguish among three different combat generally will overwhelm the use of words.
Effective cyber influence in a focused, non-wartime
analytic circumstances. The first might be called the general condition under which the United States will have a great many mes- problem requires taking account of numerous considerations
sages on a great many topics that it is regularly delivering. Those and constraints. The complexity of the environment and the
messages are normally delivered by the public affairs functions of numerous messages can be somewhat simplified because of the
the government, as exemplified by the DOS spokesperson’s brief- focus on particular messages. A good first step would be for the
ings. Even though the messages are focused on international top- United States to create an “international map” of individuals
ics, quite often the intended first recipient of the message is the and entities important to influence. Not all the world is critical
American public. For example, at a DOS briefing, numerous U.S. in the same way on every issue. Not only will the messengers be
media entities will be present, and they will pass on the message different, but so will the opposition affected by prior attitudes
to the American public. Of course, international media are also and/or ignorance whose concurrence with U.S. views will be
present, and the messages also will be presented internation- necessary or valuable.
With this map in hand, a cyber influence campaign can be
ally—but the message will always be intended to make sense to
planned. The next step will be to understand the culture in which
the American public.
The key conclusion from this analysis is that public affairs influence is sought—how will those who get messages view and
messaging, particularly from the United States, is not a place where respond to them? In thinking through message presentation, some
people actually do react differently to a problem than uninformed people do. But it is naïve to suppose that information
always affects attitudes, or that it affects all attitudes equally.
The general principle needs serious qualification. There is evidence . . . that individuals, once they are exposed to information, change their views differentially, each in the light of his
own prior attitude.
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another culture. It is the rare person who will combine cultural
and geopolitical expertise with psychological and marketing
expertise. An interdisciplinary team is needed.
The interdisciplinary team also will need a member with a
■ What is the desired effect?
third expertise, namely, in the use of cyber techniques—how to
make effective use of radio and TV, what can be accomplished
■ Should focus be on the individual, or is the group (for
by cell phone messaging, how to use the Internet. In the internaexample, the family) more the key influence mechanism?
tional context, this type of expertise will necessarily have to be
combined with cultural, language, and psychological expertise to
■ Will negative messaging work?
be effective. As the team generates its approach, it also will need
to consider how cyber and noncyber activities interact.
■ What is the role of religion, and how does that affect
A final point on the focused, non-wartime message is that
messaging?
the concept of focus deserves much more attention. If everything is equally important, it is very hard to give focus. But, as
■ What is the meaning of success (for example, is it better for
the discussion of the Embassy Web sites suggests, the United
an individual to stand out, or to support another)?
States has made few attempts to focus its messages in the
international arena. In fact, that is the point of the GAO study,
■ How do you pretest messages and determine what has been
which stated that U.S. Embassies “did not have a core message
successful?
or theme to direct their communications efforts.” Of the posts
reviewed, none had a detailed communications plan.
■ Who is the correct messenger? Would a third party be more
The DOS Office of Public Diplomacy has recognized the imporeffective?
tance of focus and has identified three key themes: support the
Likewise, the interests and nature of key entities must be President’s Freedom Agenda with a positive image of hope, isolate
considered. How does the U.S. message, if adopted, affect the and marginalize extremists, and promote understanding regarding
political, social, and economic imperatives of the target audience? shared values and common interests between Americans and peoWho are the important sources of influence in the society, includ- ples of different countries, cultures, and faiths.39 If these are to be
ing key individuals and trusted advisors and influence networks? the key themes, it will be important not only for a Washington office
Galula’s point about building on the favorable minority surely to assert them, but also for posts abroad to do so. It is also important
must be considered.
to ask when and where the themes are relevant. In some situations,
None of the foregoing can be undertaken effectively unless the themes, though most important to Washington and presumexperts in the geographic and cultural areas where influence is ably to a number of other countries, may not be the best messages
sought (including some experts with a deep understanding of the for some target countries. The need to decide the key themes, and
language) are heavily involved in the development of the message. when and where to implement them, leads to a requirement for a
Those experts can help build the map and describe the culture strategic plan. As the GAO study indicates, such plans are required.
and relevant interests, as well as the individuals and entities of For the most part, they are not undertaken. That is a crucial failinfluence.
ing—and until it is corrected, it is unlikely that U.S. influence camSuch domain expertise
paigns, including cyber influis necessary but not sufence campaigns, will become
ficient for effective cyber
more effective.
the
three
types
of
expertise—
influence.
UnderstandThe last analytic ciring the psychological and
cumstance to be considered
geographic and cultural,
marketing issues inherent
is cyber influence in the warpsychological and marketing, and time situation, that is, where
in influence campaigns is
also crucial. The insights of
the use of violence is a major
cyber technical—necessary for
“Some Reasons Why Inforconsideration. The ongoing
effective cyber communications
mation Campaigns Fail” are
situations in Iraq and Afghangood examples of the psyistan are examples, as is the
need
to
be
organized
and
chology behind an influintroduction of the military
ence campaign. Marketing
into so-called stability operacoordinated with the military
expertise likewise should be
tions (including counterinunderstood. These matters,
surgency, peace enforcement,
however, raise the crucial
and peacekeeping).
factor of intercultural expertise. What is true in the United
Military involvement does not mean that influence is not a
States in terms of psychology and marketing may not be true in critical factor. Clausewitz’s observation that war is a continuation of

questions can be key (and the particular culture may make others
important). The following are examples:
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Unfortunately, it is not only the lone brigade commander
politics by other means emphasized the importance of the intended
political outcome over the particular means employed to achieve it. who lacks the tools. DOS generally is not an effective player in
influence operations in the
In a wartime situation, a domitheater situation, and DOD
nant factor in generating infludoes not have adequate theence will be the use or threat
of violence. The impact of the while neither a cyber nor any other ater capacity—or, as Baker
makes clear, tactical capanormal influence channels,
influence
campaign
can
provide
bility.42 Contractors have
including cyber influence, will
be relatively less because the
used, but the results on
magical results, an effective use of been
impact of violence will be so
the whole have not been satgreat. However, the generation
isfactory. For example, it is
cyber capabilities can do much
of cyber influence is still appligenerally agreed that, after
cable, though more complex. A
the end of major combat
domain expertise in three areoperations in Iraq in 2003, it
nas—geographic and cultural,
took far too long to generate
psychological and marketing, and cyber technical, including planners a U.S.-supported television capability. Achieving better results
and implementers—is still needed. But in addition, the interface will require a more coordinated, effective, interagency approach.
with the military must be considered. In this regard, several points Up to now, the United States has not been able to accomplish
deserve consideration.
that, even though it is engaged in several wartime situations.
First, the public affairs efforts of the U.S. Government are
The final point is that even though violence or the threat of
going to continue in a wartime situation. Those efforts, first violence has a major influence impact, there is also an extremely
and foremost, will be directed toward providing information important role in influencing target populations as to what the
to the American public. There is no point in asking for such impact of violence should mean to them. As an example, in the
messages to be focused on the theater of operations because, Israeli-Hizballah conflict in 2006, both sides mounted intensive
for the most part, that will not happen.40 What can happen, influence campaigns designed to show they were winning and
however, is for the public affairs personnel to be highly aware that they deserved the support of several audiences—their own
of the theater requirements and, at a minimum, communicate people, allies, potential intervening states, sympathetic popuand, when possible, coordinate messages. As an example, in lations and countries, and the world at large. Whenever war
the Kosovo campaign undertaken under NATO auspices, both will not be fought to a conclusion of unconditional surrender
interagency and international communications groups under- or destruction (and perhaps even then), the method and consequences of conflict termination will be affected by more than
took such efforts.
Second, the three types of expertise—geographic and cul- one combatant. Hence, influencing the perceptions and consetural, psychological and marketing, and cyber technical—neces- quent actions of relevant target audiences is of greatest imporsary for effective cyber communications need to be organized and tance to the combatants.
coordinated with the military. To accomplish this, two fundamenConclusion
tal shortcomings of the current system must be overcome.
The first shortcoming is that the necessary expertise does
not exist in sufficient capacity or at high enough levels in the
Cyber influence is an ongoing source of power in the intergovernment. A much greater capacity in both DOS and DOD is national security arena. Although the United States has an enornecessary. Achieving that level of capacity and expertise can mous cyber information capacity, it has less cyber influence
involve a combination of permanent personnel, reserve person- than might be desirable. While neither a cyber nor any other
nel, and contractors—but the first step is recognizing that we influence campaign can provide magical results, an effective
are not even remotely close to the level of expertise we need.
use of cyber capabilities can do much. A considered approach
The second shortcoming is that we do not make good that recognizes the context in which cyber capabilities will be
use of the capacities we do have. In a wartime situation, the used; understands the principles of making influence campaigns
military undertakes to do the best it can in terms of influence effective; and provides personnel expertise in the technical
operations. A very impressive example is set forth by Colonel management of cyber capabilities, in the domains—particularly
Ralph Baker, USA, in his discussion of how he used information cultural and geographic—where they will be applied, and in psyoperations as one of his “vital tools” to “favorably influence the chological and marketing expertise relevant to the use of cyber
perceptions of the Iraqi population” in his area of operations.41 capabilities, should be an important component of international
But Baker’s story is one of improvisation, not of a strategic security activities for the United States.
In light of the foregoing, the following actions are offered for
campaign effort. As he says, the “traditional tools in my military kit bag were insufficient to successfully compete” in the consideration as possible ways to help make U.S. cyber influence
more effective in the international security arena.
influence environment.
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First, and perhaps most importantly, greater focus must be have a strategic communications plan, they are generally ineffecplaced on the nature of audiences and of the societies and cultures tive, with little focus and not enough resources.43 Enhancing U.S.
into which cyber-transmitted messages will be delivered. In the Government capabilities is a critical requirement.
first instance, the intended recipients of messages need to be clear.
Fifth, long-term communication efforts must be encouraged
For example, in the context of a counterterror effort, there likely along with short-term responses. It is possible to change attiwill be a difference among messages to populations at large— tudes over time. As an example, consider the American attitude
those who do not support terrorists, those who are terrorist sym- toward smoking, which has changed significantly over the last
pathizers, those who are active supporters of terrorists, and those 30 years. In the battle of ideas, the U.S. Government is seeking
who are terrorists. Moreover, those varying audiences might well a long-term change—and so there is a need to adopt long-term
be reached by different types of communications—for example, policies. As examples of useful approaches, the DOD Web sites,
television for broader audiSoutheast European Times,
ences and Web sites for potenand Magharebia mentioned
tial terrorist recruits. In this
earlier provide news, analcontext of differentiated mesysis, and information that
greater focus must be placed on
saging, a further important
are productive, long-term
the
nature
of
audiences
and
of
the
consideration needs to be an
approaches that will not
understanding of the types of
societies and cultures into which affect attitudes immediately
persons who have influence
but can have significant concyber-transmitted messages will
with the message recipients
sequences over time.
and the types of contexts in
Sixth, the dictum
be delivered
which that influence will be
“facts speak louder than
most effective.
words” must be fully appreSecond, and implied by
ciated. Some policies genthe first, it will be necessary
erate significant opposito increase the number of experts in geographic and cultural tion, and strategic communications and influence operations
arenas, including a greater expertise in languages. Such exper- are not panaceas that can overcome all real-world actions.
tise can help build a societal/cultural map of influencers, key In the earliest planning stages, the communications consecommunications nodes, and cultural communications patterns quences of actions must be discussed. In conflicts, such as
to guide strategic communications and influence operations. Iraq and Afghanistan, the impact of violent activities will very
Added to these cultural experts should be experts in psychology significantly change the views of the world—not only of those
and marketing who can help generate messages and ensure that immediately impacted but of those who are indirectly affected
communications are effective. Finally, experts are needed in the and those to whom those impacts are communicated. Every
use of television, radio, the Internet, and cell phones. In short, battle commander in these irregular wars soon finds out that
an interdisciplinary approach is required.
the communications battle is critical—because the center of
Third, leaders must realize that while there may be a consistent gravity for success is the population. But all too often, our combase message, that message will be presented in multiple theaters. manders have to learn this on the ground. Especially in this
These areas will differ significantly, and one should expect that, to globalized world of instant communications, tactical actions
be effective, messaging will likewise differ. To use an example, the can have strategic consequences. Cyberspace is a creative and
society, culture, and influential persons in Indonesia are significantly cultural commons defined by information, perception, cognidifferent from those in Pakistan, and both are significantly different tion, and belief, and it is becoming the preeminent domain of
from those in Egypt. It is also worth noting that the Internet has cre- political victory or defeat. Increased support for training and
ated coherent, nongeographic communities. Numerous studies and resources for cyber-enabled communications will be critical
reports document the Internet’s effectiveness in transmitting mes- elements of effective counterinsurgency and stability operasages that sympathize with, give support to, and recruit for terrorist tions. As Galula argued, communication—to one’s supporters,
efforts. The Internet must be a focused arena for strategic communications and influence operations.
Defense Horizons is published by the Center for Technology and National Security Policy. CTNSP
publications are available online at http://www.ndu.edu/ctnsp/publications.html.
Fourth, greater resources must be given to the overall strateThe opinions, conclusions, and recommendations expressed or implied within are those of the
gic communications and influence efforts. For example, expandcontributors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Department of Defense or any other
ing the capacities of the Broadcasting Board of Governors, the
department or agency of the Federal Government.
Embassies, and other outlets of the State Department would be
Center for Technology and National Security Policy
enormously valuable. As noted, the Internet is a key mechanism.
DOS runs Web sites, but a broader and more multifaceted Internet
strategy—both globally and regionally—would be highly desir		
Hans Binnendijk
		
Director
able. The GAO has found that while Embassy posts are supposed to
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